Over the past decade, growing interest and research investigations have been focused on metal nanoparticles due to their unique physicochemical properties and potential applications in selective catalysis, sensitive sensing, and enhanced imaging. The properties of a metal nanoparticle are greatly affected by its size, shape, and crystal structure, and therefore it is possible to tune the properties of the particle by controlling its growth process. Toward shape-controlled nanoparticle synthesis, molecular capping agents such as organic surfactants and polymers have been used to direct nanocrystal growth in a face selective fashion. Despite tremendous progress, the mechanism of the shape control is not well understood, in part due to the difficulty in defining structures and conformations of these surfactants and polymers in solution and in systematic variation of functional groups.

DNA is a well-known biopolymer with more defined structure and conformation in solution and unique programmable nature to tune its functional properties. Because of these advantages, DNA has been used as template to position nanoparticles through DNA metallization, or nanoparticle attachment, or to control the sizes and the photoluminescent property of quantum dots. However, in contrast to proteins or peptides, DNA has been much less explored to control the shape or morphology of metal nanoparticles, and therefore, the promise of this field remains to be fully realized. Such an investigation may result in new nanoparticles with new shapes and offer deeper insights into mechanisms of shape control. Here we demonstrate a new method to use DNA for modulating the shape and thus the optical properties of gold nanoparticles. Systematic variations of the DNA sequences offer mechanistic insights into the morphology control. We also show that DNA in such nanoparticles maintains its bioactivity, allowing programmable assembly of new nanostructures. In addition, the cell uptake ability and light scattering property of the flower-shaped nanoparticles are also demonstrated.

Single-strand DNA (ssDNA) has been found to adsorb on citrate-coated gold nanospheres (AuNSs) in a sequence-dependent manner. Deoxynucleosides dA, dC, and dG have shown much higher binding affinity to gold surfaces than deoxynucleoside dT. However, the effect of different DNA sequences on gold nanoparticle morphology during crystal growth has not been investigated. To investigate this effect, we chose three types of 30-mer DNAs consisting of poly A, poly C, and poly T (designated as A30, C30, and T30) and 20 nm citrate-coated AuNSs as the seeds for nanoparticle growth. Hydroxylamine (NH2OH) has been shown to perform the reduction of hydrogen tetrachloroaurate(III) (HAuCl4) catalyzed by the gold surface and thus is chosen as the reducing agent in this work. In a typical synthesis,
AuNSs (0.5 nM) were first incubated with DNA (1 µM) for 15 min to allow adsorption of DNA onto AuNS followed by addition of 20 mM NH₂OH. HAuCl₄ (167 µM) was then introduced, and the mixture was rigorously vortexed to facilitate the reduction. Surprisingly, nanoparticle solutions synthesized in the presence of A30 or C30 were blue colored, while the nanoparticle solution synthesized with T30 was red colored (Figure 1). The resultant solutions were stable for days without showing any nanoparticle aggregation or color change.

To understand this DNA-sequence-dependent nanoparticle formation, we first investigated the adsorption step of ssDNA on AuNS. Unmodified ssDNA is able to adsorb onto AuNS and enhance the electrostatic repulsion between AuNSs and prevent them from salt-induced aggregation. We incubated same amounts of different DNA sequences with AuNS separately, and then challenged the AuNS solution with 0.1 M NaCl. As shown in Figure S3 (Supporting Information), aggregation of AuNS happened immediately when the T30 DNA sequence was used for incubation with the AuNS, while AuNS incubated with A30 or C30 sequences remained stable. Since the stability of the AuNS at the same salt concentration is determined by the number of DNA adsorbed on its surface, we can conclude that much fewer T30 were adsorbed onto a AuNS surface compared to A30 or C30, which is consistent with the lower binding affinity of T30 toward the gold nanoparticle surface. This result, therefore, explains the differences in shaping the gold nanoparticle by the T30 sequence in comparison with A30 or C30.

To obtain deeper insight into the mechanism of shape control process of the flower-shaped nanoparticle directed by DNA, we added varying amounts of HAuCl₄ to A30, which was incubated with AuNS and 20 mM NH₂OH to initiate the reduction. Since NH₂OH is in large excess, the HAuCl₄ should be completely reduced to gold metal in the presence of AuNS seeds. As shown in Figure S4 (Supporting Information), with the addition of increasing amounts of HAuCl₄, the resultant nanoparticle evolved from sphere shape to a budding sphere and then into the flower-like shape. Upon further increase of the HAuCl₄ amount, the flower-shaped nanoparticle would grow even bigger.
with increasing numbers of DNA adsorbed on AuNS, while the size of the gold nanoparticle remained the same. From the above observations, we conclude that DNA of chain-like structure was able to direct the deposition of the reduced gold metal on the AuNS and guide the nanoparticle growth from a spherical into a flower-like shape. This hypothesis was further supported by the control experiments which showed that when the single deoxynucleotide, adenosine monophosphate (AMP) was incubated with AuNS instead of a DNA chain, the nanoparticles obtained were nearly spherical, while a random 30-mer DNA sequence of mixed A, T, G, or C caused the formation of flower-shaped nanoparticles (Figure S6 in Supporting Information).

To further probe this DNA-mediated AuNF growing process, we monitored the absorbance of AuNF growth solution using UV-visible spectrometer. As shown in Figure S7 (Supporting Information), after initiation of the reaction for 3 s, the intensity of the nanoparticle absorbance increased significantly and the peak of the AuNSs at 520 nm broadened and red-shifted. With growth of the AuNS, a new absorbance peak at 630 nm from the resultant AuNFs appeared and the reaction completed in about 15 min. This time-dependent AuNF growth process was further studied using TEM by stopping the reaction at the early stages of NP growth with excess mercaptopropionic acid (MPA). MPA has been shown to quench the NP growth effectively by forming less reactive Au(I)–MPA complex with gold ion.40 As shown in Figure 3, both the 20 nm AuNSs and 1–3 nm small nanoparticles (SNPs) could be observed after initiation of the reaction at 0.5 s. Further control experiment showed that formation of the SNPs could be due to the conversion of Au(I)–MPA complex into metal particles on the TEM grid upon electron-beam irradiation during TEM imaging (Figure S8 in Supporting Information). Flower-like nanoparticle intermediates were observed after 2 s of reaction in both A30- and T30-mediated syntheses. Interestingly, the flower-like intermediates prepared with T30 grew further into nanospheres within 30 s while the intermediates prepared with A30 maintained their flower-like structure and stable AuNFs were produced. In the absence of DNA, the AuNSs grew into bigger nanospheres and no flower-like intermediate was observed. These results suggest that DNA adsorbed on the AuNS surface could act as template to mediate the formation of a flower-like gold nanoparticle. The formation of the AuNF can result from either selective deposition of the reduced gold metal on AuNS templated by surface-bound DNA or uneven growth of the AuNS due to the binding of DNA to the surface. As depicted in Figure S9 (Supporting Information), due to the strong binding affinity of poly A or poly C to AuNS, a number of A30 or C30 bind tightly to AuNS and induce the inhomogeneous growth of AuNS, producing the flower-like nanoparticles. In contrast, fewer poly T bind weakly and loosely to AuNS, and it produce the flower-like intermediates only at the very initial stage but are not able to stabilize the flower-like structures and the spherical particles are eventually formed. A more detailed study on the mechanism is under way.

Biofunctionalization of the nanomaterials is crucial because it endows the nanomaterials with target recognition ability and enables their controlled assembly.41 This functionalization step is not trivial and usually carried out separately as it requires delicate chemical modifications on the nanoparticles or the biomolecules to allow conjugation. Since our synthesized AuNFs are very stable in aqueous solution even in the presence of 0.3 M salt, we
hypothesize that DNA can be attached to the nanoparticles during their synthesis and act as stabilizing ligands. To determine the number of oligonucleotides on each AuNF, we used a fluorophore (FAM) labeled poly A30 for AuNF synthesis. The average number of attached oligonucleotides on each AuNF was estimated to be ~359 by measuring the quantity of DNA in the supernatant after removing the AuNFs with centrifugation and comparing it with the initial DNA quantity used for AuNF synthesis. To probe the stability of the DNA attached to AuNFs, we treated the AuNF solution with mercaptoethanol (ME) to a final concentration of 14 mM overnight and then the displaced oligonucleotides were quantified by fitting the fluorescence intensity of the supernatant to a standard linear calibration curve (see Supporting Information for a detailed procedure). We found out only ~110 strands were replaced by MCH, and the majority (~240 strands) was still bound to AuNF after the treatment. Thiol–gold chemistry is the most used method to conjugate DNA to gold surface. Under the same ME (14 mM) treatment, however, all of the thiolated DNA were displaced by ME from the gold surface. Therefore, our in situ synthesis and controlled reduction method can realize DNA functionalization on gold surface with high stability but no requirement for chemical modifications on the DNA.

Considering the remarkably high binding affinity of DNA to the AuNFs (higher than thiol–gold binding), we hypothesized that the DNA in situ attached to AuNFs during reduction could be partially buried in the AuNFs. To test this hypothesis and also the functionality of the DNA on the AuNFs, we carried out experiments to test the melting point of the DNA in situ attached on the AuNFs. AuNFs were first treated with thiolated PEG molecules and purified. These nanoparticles were still functional for DNA hybridization. Growth, while the majority of DNA exposed outside was still functional for DNA hybridization.

To explore the application of these AuNFs in biodirected nanoassembly, AuNF_A30 particles were first treated with thiolated PEG molecules and purified. These nanoparticles were then incubated with 5 nm AuNS modified with thiolated cDNA T30 (AuNS5 nm_S_T30) in a ratio of 1:100 in buffer solution overnight. TEM was then employed to assess the assembly of the nanoparticles. As shown in Figure 4, AuNF_A30 was surrounded by a number of AuNS5 nm_S_T30 forming the satellite structure. As a comparison, when 5 nm of AuNS functionalized with noncomplementary DNA A30 (AuNS5 nm_S_A30) was used to incubate with AuNF_A30, no assembly was observed (Figure 4b). Additional large area TEM images containing multiple satellite assembled nanostructures are shown in Figure S11 (Supporting Information). These results further confirmed that the DNA molecules not only were densely functionalized to AuNFs in a large number but also retained their molecule recognition properties. Interestingly, when AuNS_T30 were incubated with AuNS5 nm_S_A30 under similar conditions, only a few 5 nm particles were assembled on AuNS_T30, while little assembly was observed with noncomplementary AuNS5 nm_S_T30 (Figure 4c,d). This observation indicates that fewer numbers of T30 were attached during synthesis, consistent with the fact that fewer T30 were adsorbed on AuNS compared to A30 or C30.

We further explored the potential usage of the DNA-functionalized AuNFs as imaging agents and nanocarriers in cellular environments. The light scattering property of the AuNFs was first investigated using a dark-field microscope coupled to a CCD digital camera. The digital camera was white-balanced so that the observed colors represented the
true color of the scattered light. The AuNFs showed bright orange color in the dark field image (Figure S12 in Supporting Information). To investigate the cell uptake of the AuNFs, 0.5 nM of AuNF particles synthesized with fluorophore (FAM) labeled A30 were incubated with CHO (Chinese hamster ovary) cells for 18 h and then excess AuNFs were removed by washing the cells with PBS buffer. Dark-field light-scattering images were taken to visualize the AuNFs uptaken by the cells.44 As shown in Figure 5a, the orange dots representing the AuNFs were observed in the intracellular region of the cells while the untreated control cells appeared dim yellow to green color due to the intrinsic cellular scattering (Figure 5b). This nanoparticle cellular uptake was further confirmed by the 3D reconstructed confocal microscope images of the AuNF-treated cells, showing that the AuNFs were distributed inside the cells (see Figure S13 in Supporting Information). We conclude that AuNFs entered into cells during the incubation. This cellular uptake ability of the AuNF might be due to the high DNA loading on the AuNF surface45 as well as the shape effect.46 The cellular uptake ability and light scattering property make the AuNFs promising nanoparticles for drug or gene delivery and contrast agents for intracellular imaging.

In summary, we have demonstrated for the first time that DNA can be used to tune gold nanoparticle morphology in a sequence-dependent manner, suggesting that biomolecules can play a significant role in shaping nanoparticles. The mechanism of sequence-dependent shape control from spherical to flower-like nanoparticle is also elucidated. Furthermore, DNA functionalization with high stability was realized in situ during the one-step synthesis while retaining their biorecognition ability. We have also shown that the DNA-functionalized nanoflowers can be readily uptaken by cells and visualized under dark-field microscopy. These particles could find wide applications in fields such as bioinspired nanoassembly, biosensing, and biomedicine.
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